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SUMMARY
Application software execution requests, from mobile devices to cloud service providers, are often heterogeneous in terms of device, network, and application runtime contexts. These heterogeneous contexts include
the remaining battery level of a mobile device, network signal strength it receives and quality-of-service
(QoS) requirement of an application software submitted from that device. Scheduling such application
software execution requests (from many mobile devices) on competent virtual machines to enhance user
quality of experience (QoE) is a multi-constrained optimization problem. However, existing solutions in
the literature either address utility maximization problem for service providers or optimize the application
QoS levels, bypassing device-level and network-level contextual information. In this paper, a multi-objective
nonlinear programming solution to the context-aware application software scheduling problem has been
developed, namely, QoE and context-aware scheduling (QCASH) method, which minimizes the application
execution times (i.e., maximizes the QoE) and maximizes the application execution success rate. To the best
of our knowledge, QCASH is the first work in this domain that inscribes the optimal scheduling problem
for mobile application software execution requests with three-dimensional context parameters. In QCASH,
the context priority of each application is measured by applying min–max normalization and multiple linear
regression models on three context parameters—battery level, network signal strength, and application
QoS. Experimental results, found from simulation runs on CloudSim toolkit, demonstrate that the QCASH
outperforms the state-of-the-art works well across the success rate, waiting time, and QoE. Copyright ©
2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The use of mobile compute devices (e.g., smart phones and tablets) and user application software
running on them has observed exponential growth in the recent years [1, 2]. The intrinsic problems
of mobile devices including less computational power, resource scarceness, finite energy, and low
connectivity have compelled system designers and software developers to create services that extend
the capability of the applications running on the said devices by using services hosted on a cloud
[1]. This viable solution to the inherited limitations of mobile computing is termed in the literature
as mobile cloud computing [1, 2]. Furthermore, local cloudlets, that is, small-scale virtual machine
(VM) resources available just behind the Wi-Fi access points (APs) or mobile base stations (BSs),
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are becoming more popular because they offer reduced response time and energy consumption
compared with distant master clouds. The application software execution requests, which are
incapable to be scheduled in local cloudlet because of resource unavailability, are sent to the master
cloud [3], as shown in Figure 1.
However, application software codes that are off-loaded to the cloudlets appear to have diversified
in contexts of device and application runtime. They include device battery level, network signal
strength, and application quality-of-service (QoS) requirements. In addition to that, the VM
resources available at cloudlet machines, on which the user applications run, are of heterogeneous
capacities [4]. Thus, the scheduling of application software on to VM resources, which can maximize the user quality of experience (QoE), is a multi-constraint optimization problem. In this paper,
we exploit contextual information related to heterogeneous applications runtime and devices to
prioritize application software scheduling in cloudlets so as to maximize the QoE.
A good number of research works in the literature concentrated on application software scheduling in a cloud/local cloudlet; most of them analyzed the policies from the perspective of a service
provider [5–7]. A priority-based two-phase min–min scheduling policy (PTMM) is employed on
clustered tasks by Zhu et al. in [8] to minimize the expected completion time. Cardonha et al. in
[9] presented patience-aware scheduling (PAS) that maximizes application QoS. Assuncao et al.
in [10] developed a context-aware adaptive job scheduling (CAAJS) that exploits contexts like
time of day, location, social settings and presence of applications. In these works, the end user
device and application connexions are investigated within a narrow scope, and thus, they show poor
performances when device battery level is poor or network connectivity is weak and/or application
QoS requirement is high.
In a mobile cloud computing environment, the performance of application software execution is
highly influenced by received signal strength from BS/AP and remaining battery life for the target
mobile device. Because, gradual weakening of the signal strength refers to the higher vulnerability
of the connection (caused by device mobility, distance away from BS/AP, channel fading, etc.
[11, 12]) and reduced battery life represents the lifetime criticality of the device itself. We opt that,
in addition to taking care of these facts, an application software with strict QoS requirement should
be scheduled earlier than others so as to increase user QoE. Therefore, in this article, we develop
a QoE and context-aware scheduling method, namely (QCASH), for executing mobile application
software in a local cloudlet. In association with historical values, it normalizes the heterogeneity of
different context parameters using min–max normalization so that the retrieved information can be
exploited to predict the context priority of the offloaded tasks. In order to increase the user QoE,

Figure 1. Mobile application execution environment. QCASH, quality of experience and context-aware
scheduling method.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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the predicted context priority and expected time to execute different tasks are then minimized by
formulating a multi-objective nonlinear programming (MONLP) optimizer. In addition, the QCASH
gives higher scheduling preference to a task that has been deferred in recent scheduling intervals
(SIs) so that the waiting time of the task is reduced.
The key contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
 The architecture of QCASH has been designed that targets to increase user QoE in a mobile
cloud computing environment.
 Given constraints at application runtime and device levels, an MONLP optimization-based
scheduler is developed that gives an optimal mapping of application software to VMs of a
cloudlet.
 Using min–max normalization, a context heterogeneity resolver is introduced that normalizes
different context parameters associated with an application software execution request. These
normalized parameters are then fed into a multiple linear regression (MLR) model to determine
context priority for that request.
 The dynamic policies of QCASH also help it provide better services to application software
from mobile devices with poor signal strength and/or reduced battery level.
 The results of performance study in CloudSim [13] show significant improvements in terms of
success rate, waiting time, and QoE compared with state-of-the-art works.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some related works in our topic
of interest. In Section 3, the system model and assumptions for execution environment of mobile
application software are described in detail. The functional components of QCASH architecture
are presented in detail in Section 4. The operation procedure of QCASH is illustrated in Section 5
with the help of an example. In Section 6, the performance of our proposed scheduling system is
analyzed, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. RELATED WORK
Musumba et al. in [4] provided that the definitions as well as categories of context and contextaware applications are provided so that they can facilitate the building of context-aware applications
with proper understanding. A framework for enabling context-aware mobile services is ushered by
La et al. in [2]. In order to generalize both context awareness and heterogeneity handling in mobile
computing environments, a system architecture has been brought up by Schmohl et al. in [14].
A context gathering framework consisting of set of interfaces and messaging protocols has been
introduced in [15] by Devaraju et al. to allow context collection from sensor devices.
A comprehensive study of energy-efficient scheduling in mobile cloud with comparative analysis
of some existing schedulers—MobSched, Scavenger, Mobile Cell Scheduler, and so on—are
imparted by Smelcerz et al. in [16]. Wu et al. in [17] commenced a task scheduling algorithm based
on QoS (priority and completion time) for cloud computing. Here, task attributes including user
privilege, expectation, task length, and the pending time in queue are used to compute the priority. Priority-based job scheduling algorithms for cloud computing environments are also envisioned
by Ghanbaria et al. and Dakshayini et al. in [18, 19], respectively. The scheduling policy developed by Dakshayini et al. in [19] is proven to achieve very high (99%) service completion rate with
guaranteed QoS; however, overall cloud service expenditure increases. A priority scheduling
algorithm based on correlation among different context elements is introduced in [20] by Fu et al.,
which executes real-time application software requests earlier than others.
The state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms do not exploit device and network connectivity levels
for prioritizing execution of application software requests from mobile devices. The scheduling
policy proposed in [5] by Zhong et al. targets to increase the utilization rate of resources and to maximize the processing speed, while that in [6, 7] by Lin et al. and Sheikhalishahi et al., respectively, try
to ensure the best usage of allotted bandwidth and energy efficiency of the resources, respectively.
In these works, authors mainly focus on the interests of service provider rather than considering end
user contexts and their experiences. Although in [10], the context parameters—time of day, location, social settings, and so on—are considered, Assuncao et al. overlooked the important context
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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parameters (e.g., battery level, network connectivity, and QoS requirement). These ignored context
parameters can influence extensively in taking effective decisions. The application requests, those
that require minimal completion time, are facilitated through the scheduling policy described by
Zhu et al. in [8]. In case of other heavy weight requests, this policy eventually results in starvation
and poor user experience. The basic idea of QoE and the measurement of user QoE are described
by Brooks et al. in [21]. Although, QoE reflects the credibility of a service to the end users, in
both objective and subjective dimensions, none of the scheduling algorithms in [8, 10] consider this
issue of enhancing of end user QoE. On the other hand, the scheduling policy, mentioned in [9] by
Cardonha et al., prioritizes the application execution requests based on their tolerance to response
delays. Here, user patience, in respect of application QoS requirement, is taken into account, but the
user experience in case of reduced battery life and poor network connectivity is not highlighted.
In this work, a context-aware non-preemptive mobile application software scheduling algorithm
is endowed to select which application to schedule first in a local cloudlet for a mobile cloud
computing environment from many application software execution requests. Based on the context
information (e.g., battery level of the requested mobile device, its signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) received from the connected AP/BS, and the application QoS requirement), the priority
of the application software execution requests are ordained. A multi-constraint optimal scheduling
method is deduced here for maximizing user QoE.
3. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
3.1. Mobile application execution environment
Nowadays, mobile devices are running various types of data and compute intensive application
software. Many of these software applications require code off-loading to cloud systems for their
faster executions. Therefore, in this work, we concentrate on the problem of scheduling heterogeneous application software execution requests in mobile cloud environment. The order of application
execution in our proposed QCASH system is reflected by QoS requirement of the off-loaded
applications, the remaining battery lifetime, and the received signal strength of the corresponding
mobile device. As a result, the design of QCASH is highly tuned for mobile cloud environment
compared with static cloud environment, where most of the devices are not battery constraint
and have stable (or fixed bandwidth) network connectivity. A good number of mobile application
software including real-time natural language and image processing and handwriting and speech
recognition that need to maintain stringent execution time requirements and higher success rate for
mobile users are targeted for designing QCASH.
We consider that a suitable code off-loading technique (e.g., MAUI, Clone cloud, and ENDA)
is running on each mobile device that can off-load heavy-weight codes to a nearby cloudlet [22].
An off-loaded application software execution request includes the maximum allowable delay (i.e.,
QoS requirement) to execute a mobile application, device battery level, and network signal strength
values. We also assume that a local cloudlet provides 100 to 1000 times higher computational power
compared with mobile devices [3]. Henceforth, the considered environment is conducive for running
latency sensitive and compute-intensive applications.
3.2. Envisaged contexts
Generally, context refers to some user-level, device-level, and service-level facts that can characterize a user, application software, or any other entity that is relevant to user and application interaction
[23]. More explicitly, context is the computational representation of the situation of an environment
[24]. Here, we have envisaged three context parameters under the following two environmental
components:
 The networking and communication component:
– User device context: Battery level;
– Network context: SINR;
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Prioritized application software scheduling model. QoE, quality of experience; VM, virtual
machine; QCASH, QoE and context-aware scheduling.

 The data or application software component:
– Application runtime context: Application QoS (maximum allowable time to obtain result).
We assume that the local cloudlet is capable of extracting the contexts (battery level CBattery ,
network signal strength CSinr , application QoS requirement CQoS , etc.) associated with the
requests, and take scheduling decision accordingly. We also assume that an off-loaded software application request with a poor CSinr value means that the corresponding device is on high
probability to go out of the coverage of BS/AP because of its mobility [25] and lower CBattery itself
refers to the energy criticality of the device. Therefore, in the case that the CSinr and CBattery values
of an application execution request satisfy the minimum network signal strength (SI NRt h ) and battery level (Bt h ), respectively, so that the system can maintain the response time less than the QoS
requirement and sustain the device lifetime till the very end of the execution, we opt to execute such
a critical device’s application earlier than others. Otherwise, the system simply drops the request or
forwards it to the master cloud [26]. This policy facilitates quicker execution of application software
from a critical device and sending back the result before it leaves the execution environment.
3.3. Prioritized application scheduling model
The context-aware prioritized application software scheduling model is shown in Figure 2. Here,
the local cloudlet consists of several working units. The context information retrieval unit composes
an architecture as in [2], which can reclaim context information (Ci ) from each request r 2 R.
The context information is fed into context-aware request prioritization unit to estimate the context
priority (Pr ) value for every individual request r 2 R. In QoE and context-aware scheduler, the
application software is scheduled to execute on VMs in servers in such a way that the total QoE
of the end users is maximized (Section 4.2). The relevant notations and definitions for prediction
of context-aware request prioritization and QoE and context-aware scheduler are listed in Table I.
We assume some VMs are already created with varied configurations that can minimize the VM
creating and destroying overhead [27, 28]. Optimal sizing of VMs and their energy-efficient hosting
on different servers are taken care of in [29, 30], which is out of the scope of this paper. In this work,
we address the problem of maximizing user QoE via context-aware application software scheduling
in cloudlets.
4. QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE AND CONTEXT-AWARE SCHEDULING ARCHITECTURE
Because of the heterogeneity of context parameters, it is quite difficult to exploit the contextual information in application scheduling. Stepping towards solving this problem, a context heterogeneity
resolver is introduced that processes different context parameters within a normalized range using
min–max normalization. Each individual application is prioritized based on its context parameter
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table I. Notations.
Symbol
C
˛i
i
ni
Li
i
F
M
R
V
ˇ
Pr
r;v

Ir

Definition
Set of all context parameters
Number of abstract levels in a context parameter, Ci 2 C
Logical difference between two consecutive abstract levels for a Ci 2 C
Normalized range of values for a Ci 2 C
Set of all concrete levels for a Ci 2 C at time t
Set of biasing values for a Ci 2 C
Set of all possible combinations of one element from each Li
Multiset of minimum values 8 2 F
Set of application execution at a given time t
Set of available virtual machines at a given time t
Set of multiple regression coefficients
Priority of any request r 2 R
The required time to execute a request r 2 R on a virtual machine v 2 V
The number of deferred SIs for a request, r 2 R since its arrival

Figure 3. Context-aware request prioritization prediction model. QoE, quality of experience.

values. The priority scheduler solves an MONLP optimization problem of allocating applications to
VMs, which minimizes the executing time (i.e., increases the QoE) and ensures earlier execution of
requests having higher priorities.
4.1. Context-aware request prioritization
The proposed context prioritization unit consists of a context repository and a context prediction unit,
as shown in Figure 3. The context repository freezes the context information of previously served
tasks. Thus, it avails all the prerequisites of min–max normalization. In association with context
repository, the context prediction unit explores context data of a particular time and constructs a
context priority prediction table. Consequently, this prediction table is free from the heterogeneity of
context information and works as a hypothetical data set in MLR analysis to determine the context
priority of current requests as well.
4.1.1. Construction of context priority prediction table. For resolving heterogeneous context information of the requesting application, the following model has been developed that constructs the
context priority prediction table. In stringing this prediction table, the context repository assists
with contextual information of prior attended tasks at a given time t . 8Ci 2 C , all the contextual
information is normalized with respect to both extrema (maximum and minimum values). Thus,
the concerned dimension is condensed within a range between 0 and 1. This approach helps in
alleviating the heterogeneity of different context parameters in terms of values and units.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Let the normalized range, ni , for a context parameter, Ci 2 C , is defined as
ni D

max.Ci /  min.Ci /
:
max.Ci /

(1)

Within this normalized range for a context Ci 2 C , we assume that there are ˛i number of abstract
levels. These abstract levels basically represent the qualitative metering of the corresponding context
parameter. It is carried out so that the variations in values of a particular context parameter can be
classified inwardly. The logical difference i between two consecutive abstract levels of a context
Ci 2 C is defined as
i D

ni
:
˛i

(2)

Numerical representation of this abstraction comprises the concrete set of levels, Li , for any
Ci 2 C . This approach turns the qualitative metering into quantitative metering that is compatible
for further calculation. The Li can be defined as
³
²
min.Ci /
(3)
Li D x W x D
C ´i ; 8Ci 2 C;
max.Ci /
where, ´ D 0; 1; 2; : : : ; .˛i  1/.
Using set Cartesian product, the combinational sets of all context levels from different context
parameters are constructed. This Cartesian product can be formulated as follows:
F D

jC j
Y

Li :

(4)

i D1

As a result, all possible variations of different contextual parameters for an individual request
(r  R) are tracked. A multiset M is also constructed using minimum values from each combination
of F , defined as follows:
M D ¹q W q D min./º;

8 2 F:

(5)

This multiset, M; actually identifies the bottleneck of all probable contextual combinations for a
request r 2 R. This bottleneck parameter is supposed to influence much in prioritizing the symbolic
combinations.
Not only the bottleneck parameters but also the biasing values, associated with different levels
of varied context parameters, are used in prioritizing the symbolic combination. This biasing value
is introduced to put emphasis on the other parameters besides the vulnerable one. Basically, it is a
one-to-one mapping between elements of Li and biasing set, i , for a particular context parameter,
Ci 2 C . Let i;j refer to the minimum biasing value of Ci , on its j th level affiliated with a candidate
combination in F . In order to map i to Li , i;0 is presumed 8Ci 2 C . i;j should satisfy the
following condition:
i;j  max.q 2 M / < i;j C1  min.q 2 M / 8Ci 2 C:

(6)

The priorities of these combinations are determined so that the contextual information of any
request can be mapped over it to predict the priority of that request. The calculation of priority for
a symbolic combination is conducted by applying relevant biasing values 8Ci 2 C along with its
bottleneck context parameter. We assume ıi .k / defines the context priority of k 2 F biased on
Ci 2 C . Therefore, ıi .k / is cognate to
ıi .k / D
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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where 0 6 k 6 .jF j  1/ and qk 2 M are associated with k . The estimated priority, ıOi .k /; of
k is extracted as follows:
X
ıOi .k / D
ıi .k /:
(8)
Ci 2C

Now, k and ıOi .k /, 8k 2 F will construct the prediction table that works as a hypothetical data
set for predicting the priority of any enqueued request.
4.1.2. Prediction of context priority. Multiple linear regression is one of the multivariate statistical methods that basically focuses on the relationship between several independent or predictor
variables and a dependent or criterion variable. Identifying how these multiple variables relate to the
dependent variable, information about all of the independent variables can be used to make much
powerful and accurate predictions [31]. Consider m observations of a set of p number of predictor
variable X s and one criterion variable Y associated with them. The MLR model that usually fits to
the aforementioned scenario is defined as follows:
yi D ˇ0 C ˇ1 xi1 C    C ˇj xij C    C ˇp xip C i ;

(9)

where for the ith observation, yi = Y and xij = Xj , 8Xj 2 X . The MLR coefficient, ˇ0 , is the
population intercept, and ˇj is the change in Y for 1-unit change in Xj , 8Xj 2 X and 1 6 j 6 p,
holding other predictor variables constant; i is a random or unexplained error associated with the
ith observation. The estimated values of MLR coefficients can be derived through putting all the
known values in Equation (9) for every observation and solving them algebraically. Estimating
ˇ D ¹ˇ0 ; ˇ1 ; : : : ; ˇp º, 8ˇj 2 ˇ and 2 (variance of error), the fitted regression line that predicts Y
for any unknown observation can be expressed as follows:
yOi D b0 C b1 xi1 C    C bj xij C    C bp xip ;

(10)

where yOi is the predicted value of any unknown observation and bj is the sample estimate of ˇj ,
8ˇj 2 ˇ. Rather than performing regressions on each predictor variable separately, MLR uses the
information from all predictor variables simultaneously to predict the criterion one. As a result, it is
inherently faster than other multivariate analysis methods.
We can map the context prediction table to MLR model by considering each tuple of the prediction table an observation of MLR data set, where a set of independent variables, X D Ci , 8Ci 2 C
for each symbolic combination  2 F , dependent variable, Y D ıOi .k / and the predicted priority for any unknown request, Pr D yOi . For any request r 2 R, the lower the Pr value, the higher
the priority. The MLR is a widely used multivariate analysis method when to predict a dependent
variable in terms of several independent variables, and both are quantitative in nature [31]. The
context priority prediction table is constructed using the quantitative metering of 8Ci 2 C; and
the context parameters are independent of each other. As a consequence, it is more rational to use
MLR to predict the priority of any unknown request from the context priority prediction table.
After setting the context priority, the context information of that particular request is saved in the
context repository.
In context prioritization phase, a priority value is assigned to each of the arrived requests. Figure 4
delineates the execution order of the tasks with respect to prioritization based on context information. The request having lower context parameters poses lower value in context priority. The lower
the context priority value, the higher the precedence.
4.2. Optimal application scheduling
The QoE and context-aware scheduler of QCASH dispatches the prioritized tasks to be executed in
VMs on cloudlet servers every after an SI,  . To enhance the QoE of the end users, the scheduler
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. Priority based on heterogeneous contexts of tasks. QoS, quality of service.

exploits the context priority (Pr ) of a request r 2 R and the estimated running time (Tr;v ) if the
request r 2 R is scheduled on VM, v 2 V . Because of the limited number of VMs and low priority,
if a request r 2 R is failed to be scheduled within an SI, it is supposed to be scheduled within the
next SIs. As a result, in QCASH, the execution order of low-priority application software requests
is deferred by the arrival of a high-priority one. Taking cognizance of this indefinite waiting for a
certain request r 2 R, we also exploit the number of SIs (Ir ) that a request has been deferred from
scheduling on a VM since its arrival. So as to avoid the starvation condition, the aforementioned
three parameters are used to optimize the QoE in the following subsection.
4.2.1. Objective function. Here, the objective of this research work is to schedule each request
r 2 R on a VM v 2 V in such a way that the total QoE is maximized for all user application
requests in a certain SI.
Assuming that the execution of all the requests, r 2 R; is not preemptive and all the VMs, v 2 V;
have already been created in the local cloudlet, the objective function is formulated as
min
r;v

X X Pr 
Ir

r;v

;

(11)

r2R v2V

which is subject to some constraints, (Equations (12–17)).
Equation (11) reveals that the total QoE of all user application requests is maximized through
minimization of sum of their execution times. It also ensures the earlier execution of high-priority
application requests by minimizing the summation of the priorities of all requests because the lower
the result, the higher is the priority. Furthermore, consideration of inverse values of Ir in Equation
(11) facilitates higher performance of scheduling in the current SI for the requests that have been
deferred in previous SIs, alleviating the static situation.
4.2.2. Constraints.
 Capacity constraint: The capacity constraints can be represented as
X

v 6 ;

(12)

v2V

where v is the size of the VM and  is the total capacity of a local cloudlet.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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 VM allocation constraint: The VM allocation constraint can be represented as
X
8v 2 V ; 8r 2 R;
v;r 6 1;

(13)

v2V

where v;r is a Boolean variable, equal to 1 if a VM v 2 V is allocated for a request r 2 R;
otherwise, it is 0.
 Request scheduling constraint: The request assignment constraint can be written as
X
8r 2 R; 8v 2 V ;
r;v 6 1;

(14)

rR

where r;v is a Boolean variable, equal to 1 if a request r 2 R is scheduled on a VM v 2 V ;
otherwise, it is 0.
 QoS constraint: The QoS constraint can be represented as
r;v

C Qr 6 Tr ; 8r 2 R;

(15)

where r;v denotes the time required to execute request r 2 R on VM v 2 V , Qr is the queue
waiting time of the corresponding request r, and Tr is the application QoS or the maximum
allowable time to obtain result.
 Energy constraint: The energy constraint can be represented as
Br > Bt h ;

(16)

where Br is the battery level of the end user device associated with a request, r 2 R; and Bt h
denotes the threshold battery level so that the requesting device sustains until the end of the
execution.
 Signal quality constraint: The signal quality constraint is written as follows:
SI NRr > SI NRt h ;

(17)

where SI NRr is the signal strength associated with a request r 2 R and SI NRt h is the
minimum signal strength to submit a request from an end user device.
In QCASH, the incoming application execution requests are scheduled on VMs every after a
certain interval (static SI or dynamic SI). Furthermore, typically, a cloudlet has a limited number
of VMs, and as a result, the number of average mapping of requests and VMs does not increase
to a large extent. Moreover, the constraints and the use of a suitable optimizer (e.g., MONP-16
and NIMBUS) might resist the objective function from being an Non-deterministic Polynomialtime (NP)-hard problem [32]. In this case, the objective function in Equation (11) produces optimal
mapping of applications and VMs for our proposed system within a polynomial time (see results in
Figure 10).
4.3. Determination of system parameters
Bt h , SI NRt h , and Qt h should be set considering the configuration of the corresponding cloudlet
so that the time required to off-load an application and consume the results by a user device, having
network signal strength or a battery level close to SI NRt h or Bt h , should not exceed the minimum
allowable delay Qt h . As the application QoS requirement impacts much on the enhancement of
QoE of the end users, it is more rational to set the biasing values, ; associated with this parameter
greater than the others.
Basically, MLR explores the best relationship between a dependent variable and a set of independent variables where the scores on all variables are measured for m observation cases. The increasing
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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number of observations helps predict results more accurately. Therefore, it is erudite to increase the
number of abstract levels in ˛i , 8Ci 2 C . On the other hand, this might increase the cardinality
of F to a large extent (from Equation (4)) that eventually increases the computation overhead and
thus affects the system performance. In this work, we have carried out several tens of simulation
experiments to explore suitable dimensions of ˛i , 8Ci 2 C; and found that setting ˛Battery , ˛SINR ,
and ˛QoS to 3, 2, and 4, respectively, makes a good trade-off in between the accuracy and the
overhead incurred. Note that the lack of mathematical expression for choosing optimal abstract
levels ˛i , 8Ci 2 C; is a key limitation of this work. The QCASH system performance might
be affected by the choice of sub-optimal dimensions of ˛Battery , ˛SINR , and ˛QoS . The fixation
of dimensions of ˛i , 8Ci 2 C; through simulation-based experiments, which has been applied in
this work, is the first step research, and in some cases, it does not ensure the optimality. In these
scenarios, to improve the proposed QCASH system performance, a dynamic selection technique
might be a feasible solution. The analytical modeling of such solution to determine the optimal
dimensions of ˛i , 8Ci 2 C; dynamically has been left as future work.
The performance of QCASH greatly depends on the SI,  . Given that the average time taken
to execute different requests r 2 Rt on the different VMs v 2 Vt is known from the previous
experiences, we can measure the expected static SI (s ) as follows:
s D

1 X X
jRt j

r;v :

(18)

r2Rt v2Vt

Keeping the  value static is not always favorable to achieve good utilization of resources.
The higher value of  decreases the scheduling overhead; however, it may not maintain the user
application QoS requirement and may cause poor utilization of ensuring better computing resources.
On the other hand, very low value of  may introduce huge scheduling overhead as well as there
might be some SIs, when no request arrives. Therefore, a dynamic value of  may put significant
effect in increasing QCASH performance assuming that the average request arrival rates greatly vary
over time. However, in practical, neither the arrival pattern of the requests nor their execution time
on the allocated VMs is guaranteed to follow the fixed s , which is constructed as a mathematical
mean of the previous experiences. Therefore, we opt for dynamic measurement of the SI, d , using
exponentially weighted moving average formula as follows:
Od.m/ D .1  w/Od.m1/ C wd.m/ ;

(19)

where w is a constant weight multiplier, with 0 < w < 1 and d.m/ is the mathematical mean of the
request execution times in all VMs at mth SI, which is calculated as follows:
0
1
1 X 1 @ X Nv;r A
d.m/ D
;
(20)
jS j
jVs j
v
s2S

v2Vs

where S and Vs refer to the set of servers and the set of VMs in each server respectively. Nv;r is the
number of the instructions of a request r 2 R executing on a VM v 2 Vs having v processing speed.
An illustrative example is portrayed in the following section, which helps visualize the functionality
of the proposed context prioritization and QoE enhancement unit in a concise dimension.
5. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
5.1. Context table construction
Let the number of abstract levels for different contexts be ˛Battery D 3, ˛Sinr D 2, and ˛QoS D 4. On a
certain time t , context repository provides the max–min valuess and Equations (1) and (2) compute
the normalized range, ni , and the logical differences between two consecutive abstract levels, i ,
for different context parameters Ci 2 C , as shown in Table II.
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Table II. Normalized range and general difference of context information.
Max–min values

ni

i

max-99.75%, min-16.65%
max-59.83 dB, min-23.63 dB
max-12.71 s, min-3.17 s

0.83
0.61
0.75

0.28
0.3
0.19

Parameters
CBattery
CSinr
CQoS

Table III. Prediction table.
Serial

CBattery ()

CSinr ()

CQoS ()

ıOi .k /

0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.44
0.44
::
:
0.72
0.72
0.72

0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.39
0.39
::
:
0.70
0.70
0.70

0.25
0.44
0.62
0.81
0.25
0.44
0.62
0.81
0.25
0.44
::
:
0.44
0.62
0.81

0.27
0.83
3.16
12.90
0.40
1.00
3.30
13.10
0.70
2.48
::
:
5.5
16.6
53.3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
::
:
22
23
24

Using Equation (3), the set of quantitative levels, Li , for different context parameters Ci 2 C , is
derived as follows:
LBattery D ¹0:17; 0:44; 0:72º;
LSinr D ¹0:39; 0:7º;
LQoS D ¹0:25; 0:44; 0:62; 0:81º:
We then compute the Cartesian F for different quantitative levels, Li , using Equation (4). The
corresponding multiset, M; is produced as follows:
M D ¹0:17; 0:17; 0:25; 0:39;    ; 0:25; 0:44; 0:62; 0:7º:
Assuming the initial values for i as Bat t ery;0 D 3, Si nr;0 D 2; and QoS;0 D 8, the biasing
set i , 8Ci 2 C , satisfying Equation (6), as follows:
Battery D ¹3; 13; 55º;
Sinr D ¹2; 9º;
QoS D ¹8; 34; 143; 598º:
Applying Equation (7) for any candidate element .0:17; 0:39; 0:25/ 2 F , the estimated context
priority, ı, 8Ci 2 C , is calculated as ıBattery ./ D 0:06, ıSinr ./ D 0:04, and ıQoS ./ D 0:17.
Using Equation (8), we can find out the estimated priority, ıOi ./, 8 2 F; as depicted in the context
priority prediction for this example (Table III).
5.2. Context priority prediction
In context priority prediction unit, multiple regression analysis on the context prediction table is
executed. In this example, considering i D 0, the following regression coefficients are calculated
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Table IV. Predicted context priority.
ID (r)

Arrival time (r)

CBattery

CSinr

CQoS

Pr

0
0
0
0.22
0.72
0.88
1.63
1.77

A:52.60,N:0.53
A:18.42,N:0.18
A:35.05,N:0.35
A:84.88,N:0.85
A:39.73,N:0.40
A:32.22,N:0.32
A:39.28,N:0.39
A:44.00,N:0.44

A:33.48,N:0.56
A:57.58,N:0.97
A:41.34,N:0.69
A:35.56,N:0.59
A:47.69,N:0.80
A:29.45,N:0.49
A:38.92,N:0.65
A:47.54,N:0.79

A:3.56,N:0.28
A:5.75,N:0.45
A:11.56,N:0.91
A:8.31,N:0.65
A:7.94,N:0.63
A:10.1,N:0.79
A:6.95,N:0.55
A: 5.5,N:.43

0.02
0.57
2.97
2.68
1.74
2.10
1.17
0.86

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table V. Application software scheduling.
Time slot
0.0
1.0
2.0
3.0

Request ID and output
r1 -0.015, r2 -0.573, r3 -2.971
r3 -1.485, r5 -1.743, r6 -2.103, r4 -2.681
r8 -0.857, r6 -1.051, r7 -1.173, r4 -1.340
r7 -0.586, r4 -0.893

Request to VM mapping
r1 ! v0 , r2 ! v1
r3 ! v0 , r5 ! v1
r8 ! v0 , r6 ! v1
r7 ! v0 , r4 ! v1

VM, virtual machine.

using Equation (9), ˇ0 D 3:21, ˇ1 D 2:24, ˇ2 D 1:1, and ˇ3 D 5:09. These coefficients are used
to predict the context priority for any request using Equation (10). Let the simulation continue for a
time period, t D 3 s in a local cloudlet consisting jV j D 2 VMs with the same configuration. Within
this time, jRj D 8 requests of equal lengths have arrived. Context information is normalized with
respect to maximum, minimum of the corresponding Ci 2 C; and using Equation (10), the predicted
priority Pr , 8r 2 R; is calculated as shown in Table IV with actual contextual information (A) and
its normalized value (N).
5.3. Optimal application software scheduling
According to the objective function, in Equation (11), the tasks will be scheduled on VMs in the
server. Let a set of tasks (r1 to r8 ) satisfy the constraints, and the scheduling algorithm is executed
in the local cloud every after 1 s. Table V demonstrates how our proposed model prioritizes the
application software request executions following their contexts to maximize the QoE.
6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we study the comparative performance of our proposed QCASH (with static SI) and
QCASH (with dynamic SI) with some of the existing schedulers in the literature. Like in [33], the
benchmark algorithm adopted for this comparison is the FCFS algorithm. Furthermore, we compare
the performances of QCASH (with static and dynamic SIs) with those of PTMM [8], PAS [9],
and CAAJS [10] algorithms. While implementing PTMM [8], we have assumed all requests are in
high-priority group, and in CAAJS [10], only location context is taken into account.
6.1. Simulation environment
The simulation environment of context prioritized mobile application software scheduling framework is built on CloudSim 3.0.3 simulation toolkit [13]. The evaluation environment models a local
cloud with three hosts that can accommodate at most 15 VMs each having 10,000-MB disk size and
512-MB memory. The computation speeds of the VMs vary from 1000 to 1500 Millions of Instructions Per Second (MIPS). The arrival pattern of the requests at the cloud is Poisson distributed, and
the size of each request ranges from 1000 to 2000 Millions of Instructions (MI). Following Equations
(16) and (17), the cloudlet accepts requests from the mobile devices having Bt h and SINRt h greater
than 15% and 15 dB, respectively. To evaluate the performance of our proposed QCASH, random waypoint mobility model [34] has been used, in which users with handheld devices move
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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independently to a randomly chosen destination with a randomly selected velocity. Note that this
mobility pattern of the user devices causes dynamic change in their received signal strength values
(SINR). However, the requesting tasks are also allowed to have minimum QoS requirement of 1 s.
Heterogeneous context parameters (CBattery , CSinr , and CQoS ) associated with each request may have
random values. If the local cloudlet fails to provide the resource requirements, the corresponding
application requests are sent to the nearest master cloud pursuing [26]. The simulation is run for
500 s. Each data point in the graph is corresponding to the mathematical average of the results got
from 100 simulation runs. The parametric values for the simulation environment can be summarized
as in Table VI.
6.2. Performance matrices
The following performance matrices are evaluated for comparing our proposed QCASH (with static
SI) and QCASH (with dynamic SI) along with existing scheduling approaches in the literature
(e.g., FCFS, PAS, PTMM, CAAJS, etc.).
6.2.1. Percentage of successful request execution. The percentage of successful request execution
is calculated by the ratio of number of applications maintaining different context parameters to the
total number of requested application executions. The higher percentage denotes the higher number
of application software execution requests that have sustained sufficient contextual values till the
end of its execution.
6.2.2. Average waiting time. The waiting time of an application software is the time count from its
arrival till it is provisioned on a VM. Let Qr denote the waiting time of a request r 2 R. The mean
waiting time is defined as
1 X
QO D
.Qr /;
(21)
jRj
r2R

where R is the set of all requests arrived during the whole simulation period. A lower QO value
corresponds to better performance.
6.2.3. Quality of experience. Quality of experience is a measure of the overall level of user satisfaction, which can be increased by expanding the gap between maximum allowable time by QoS
and the response time for a request. We measure the average QoE for all requests R arrived during
the simulation period as follows:
1 XX
QoE D
.Tr  . r;v C Qr //:
(22)
jRj
r2R v2V

The greater the value, the better is the capability of the system to maximize user QoE.
Table VI. Simulation parameters.
Parameter

Value

Number of VMs
1–15
Disk size of a VM
10,000 MB
Memory of a VM
512 MB
Application QoS
1–12 s
Request size
1000–2000 MI
15%
Bth
15 dB
SI NRth
3
˛Battery
2
˛Sinr
4
˛QoS
w
0.125

0
Simulation duration
500 s
VM, virtual machine; QoS, quality of service.
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6.3. Results and discussions
Evaluation results acquired using the previous implemented simulation framework are described
in this section. Our in-depth look into the simulation trace file reveals that the success rate of

Figure 5. Percentage of requests successfully executed for varying number of user requests. (a) Successful
requests maintaining battery level, (b) successful requests maintaining signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
level, and (c) successful requests maintaining quality-of-service requirement. QCASH, quality of experience
and context-aware scheduling method; SI, scheduling interval; PTMM, priority-based two-phase min–min
scheduling policy; FCFS,; PAS, patience-aware scheduling; CAAJS, context-aware adaptive job scheduling.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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scheduling the application requests maintaining context parameter is higher than other scheduling
scheme where end user context is not considered. As the requests from vulnerable devices with poor
context are provided higher precedence in QCASH, it ensures the sustainability of the requesting
devices until obtaining feedback from a cloudlet. However, as the local cloud has a limited number
of service performance units, this success rate declines with the increase of number of requests; what
follows next, we present the requests and discussion on the varying number application requests,
VMs, and application QoS requirements.
6.3.1. Impacts of varying number of application requests. The percentage of successfully executed
applications in terms of maintaining different context parameters (considering the number of VMs
is constant) is depicted in Figure 5. The average waiting time and QoE in this scenario are shown
in Figure 6.
In QCASH, the requests from devices having lower battery level obtain higher priority so that they
can be executed early. As a result, it ensures that before quitting the system environment because
of battery failure, the devices obtain the responses of the off-loaded requests. As a result, QCASH
gives better performance compared with the other studied approaches, as shown in Figure 5(a). This
is caused by the fact that none of them take care into the battery-level context. Furthermore, the
proposed QCASH (with dynamic SI) decreases the idle time of the VM resources on servers, and
thus, it increases the opportunity of requests with critical context to be executed.
Similarly, we observe from the graphs of Figure 5(b) that in all the studied approaches, the
percentage of successfully executed application requests having poor connectivity also gradually
decreases for increasing request arrivals. As expected theoretically, the number SINR critical
requests are increased with the arrival rates, and thus, the overall performance decreases.
However, the graphs of Figure 5(c) depict that the percentage of successfully executed requests
maintaining QoS level sharply decreases in all the studied scheduling approaches with the increased
request arrival rates. The reason behind the result is that the increased request arrival rate increases
the waiting time for the requests, which forces many of the applications to violate the QoS requirements. However, the rate of decrease is significantly less in QCASH compare with the (First Come
First Serve (FCFS), PTMM, PAS, CAAJS, etc.) protocols because the former technique prioritizes
the scheduling of requests following their QoS constraints. Finally, it is revealed from the result that
in all cases, the dynamic SI of QCASH puts good impact in achieving better performances compare
with its static counterpart. This is caused by the fact that the former has the capability of properly
responding to critical requests through efficient utilization of cloudlet computational resources.
Figure 6(a) states that the average waiting time of requests in QCASH is lower than the most
other scheduling techniques. It is experienced because the proposed scheduling scheme considers

Figure 6. Average waiting time and user quality of experience for varying number of user requests.
(a) Average waiting time and (b) average quality of experience. QCASH, quality of experience and contextaware scheduling method; SI, scheduling interval; PTMM, priority-based two-phase min–min scheduling
policy; FCFS,; PAS, patience-aware scheduling; CAAJS, context-aware adaptive job scheduling.
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not only the context priority of the tasks but also the number of deferred SIs while waiting in the
queue and the size of individual tasks are taken into account. As a consequence, a task is supposed
to be penalized for a shortest period of time because of other factors, and a trifling task should

Figure 7. Percentage of requests successfully executed for increasing number of virtual machines (VMs).
(a) Successful requests maintaining battery level, (b) successful requests maintaining SINR level, and
(c) successful requests maintaining quality of service requirement. QCASH, quality of experience and
context-aware scheduling method; SI, scheduling interval; PTMM, priority-based two-phase min–min
scheduling policy; FCFS,; PAS, patience-aware scheduling; CAAJS, context-aware adaptive job scheduling.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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not wait much longer for the execution of an extensive task. Although PTMM scheduling shows a
better performance in this scenario, it deals with a minimum success rate of maintaining QoS. The
average waiting time for the requests in all approaches linearly increases with request arrival rates
as expected theoretically.
Figure 6(b) depicts the maximization of QoE of the end users. The QCASH privileges the
lower context tasks. As a result, they are executed within a minimal time and then their tolerable
response delay. For other tasks with adequate context parameters, this scenario is inherently supported. So in all possible cases, the QoE of the tasks is maximized. Comparing with the other most
scheduling techniques, it often fails to maximize the QoE because under their scheduling criteria,
while servicing a higher-priority request, a lower-priority request may fall short of maintaining its
tolerable QoS delay. In worst case, it may result in negative, whereas in the QCASH, this QoE value
remains positive.
6.3.2. Impacts of varying number of virtual machines in a local cloudlet. The percentage of
successfully executed application requests in terms of maintaining different context parameters
assuming that the number of arrived requests during the simulation period is constant with increasing number of VMs is depicted in Figure 7. The average waiting time and QoE in this discretion are
shown in Figure 8.
Inherently, if the number of service provider increases, the success rate of executing requests
satisfying various contextual constraints also increases. This scenario is shown in Figure 7(a) and
(b) in terms of battery life and network strength, respectively.
However, the graphs of Figure 7(c) depict the percentage of successfully executed requests
maintaining QoS level with the increase of VMs. Apart from common behavior for the higher values
in X-axis, the rate of success is significantly higher in QCASH compare with the (FCFS, PTMM,
PAS, CAAJS, etc.) protocols in respect to lower X-axis values as well. In terms of waiting time and
QoE, Figure 8(a) and (b) state the theoretically certified scenarios. But still, the changes for QCASH
always show better performance than the others.
6.3.3. Impacts of varying application quality of service requirements:. In Figure 9, the impact of
QoS requirement of the requests on the performance of QCASH is demonstrated. As the average
allowable response time of the requests increases, the percentage of QoS-satisfied tasks and QoE
is also increased. It happens because it loosens the time boundary of executing the requests. As a
result, there is a large possibility to execute the application software within a minimal time regarding
its QoS requirement. This fact helps increase the QoE. The performance gap between the studied

Figure 8. Average waiting time and quality of experience for increasing number of virtual machines (VMs).
(a) Average waiting time and (b) average quality of experience. QCASH, quality of experience and contextaware scheduling method; SI, scheduling interval; PTMM, priority-based two-phase min–min scheduling
policy; FCFS,; PAS, patience-aware scheduling; CAAJS, context-aware adaptive job scheduling.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 9. Successful execution of user requests and their quality of experiences for varying application
quality of service requirement. (a) Successful requests maintaining quality-of-service requirement and
(b) average quality of experience. QCASH, quality of experience and context-aware scheduling method; SI,
scheduling interval; PTMM, priority-based two-phase min–min scheduling policy; FCFS,; PAS, patienceaware scheduling; CAAJS, context-aware adaptive job scheduling.

Figure 10. Average required time to run the optimization within the scheduling interval. VMs, virtual
machines.

approaches is decreasing with the increasing values of QoS requirements as shown in Figure 9; this
is due to the fact that relaxing the QoS requirement basically facilitates the other approaches to
achieve good performances close to the proposed QCASH.
6.3.4. Impacts of varying number of application requests and virtual machines. As mentioned earlier, the proposed optimization can be solved within the polynomial time. Figure 10 represents the
average required time to map the requests to the suitable VMs based on the optimization function
within an SI. According to the graph, as the number of requests increases, with varying number of
VMs, the average mapping of requests and VMs increases. As a consequence, average required time
also increases.
In summary, QCASH schedules the requests of vulnerable devices in respect of battery and
connectivity, which are executed with high priority. It confines that the scope of these tasks remains
a disservice because of poor context. As a result, the success rate of servicing the tasks maintaining
QoS is higher than the scheduling scheme where end user context is not considered. But as the local
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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cloud has a limited number of service performance units, with the increase of requested tasks, this
success rate declines. So maintaining a constant rate of the arrival of the requests if the number of
VMs is increased in the local cloudlet, the QCASH behaves efficiently than the non-context-aware
techniques as well.
7. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the design and modeling issues of an application software execution scheduling
system, QCASH, in a mobile cloud computing environment. The results from the numerical and
simulation experiments prove the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed QCASH system
in terms of QoE, waiting time, success rate, and so on. The min–max normalization process of
QCASH benigns the adverse effect of heterogeneity in different context parameters, and the MLR
helps predict more accurately the context-driven priority of an application. Both techniques assist
the MONLP to find optimal provisioning of VMs for application software execution requests.
These compact and well-structured techniques make the QCASH system efficient to maximize the
user QoE.
However, studying the impact of other context parameters related to device (e.g., hardware
or software failure and software bug), network (e.g., signaling error, jamming, and denialof-service attack), and application software (e.g., analyzing data and visioning) on the performances
of scheduling application software executions in a cloudlet might be a potential future research
problem.
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